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Guide to Budgeting for
RV VACATIONS

Everything you need to know
to budget for your RV dreams!

Welcome Fellow Campers!

Build memories that will last a lifetime without breaking the bank.
This guide will help you create an RV vacation budget that's worth writing home about.
WHAT TO EXPECT
This guide is designed to provide you with all the
information you need to budget for RV vacations,
no matter if you rent or buy. In this guide, we’ll
cover all the basics including:
• RV Vacation Budgeting Basics
• Selecting the Best RV (Purchase or Rental)
• RV Owners Expenses
• RV Rental Expenses
• Essential RV Gear Expenses
• Campground Expenses
• Fuel Expenses
• Money-Saving Strategies
The guide also includes printable worksheets to
guide you through every step.

AFFILIATE
DISCLAIMER
Throughout this guide, you’ll find hyperlinks
to products, articles, and videos that will
help you prepare for an epic RV camping
trip. Some of these links are “affiliate links”
meaning that if you make a purchase, we’ll
get a small commission at no additional cost
to you. We commit to only recommend
products and services that we have
personally tested and enjoy using.

LET’S HANG OUT
AROUND THE
CAMPFIRE!
We’re Sean & Julie Chickery. We love camping
and we love how friendly the RV community is.
Please follow us on Instagram @chickerystravels.
We’ve met numerous RV enthusiasts around the
country through Instagram. It’s a great way to
see where we are and when our paths may cross.

MORE RV
TRAVEL
TIPS AND
GUIDES

Head over to the Chickery’s Travels website for hundreds of
articles about RV travel. These helpful tips and guides cover every
question you can possibly have about RV camping and travel from
maintenance to campground reviews and everything in between.
If you prefer to watch videos, check out our
Chickery’s Travels YouTube Channel for your viewing pleasure.
If you don’t find the information you need, please feel free to email
julie@chickerystravels.com. I reply to every single email I receive.

RV Vacation
Budgeting
Basics
Vacationing together can help you unwind and strengthen family
bonds. And more Americans seem to be remembering that. From
the late 1990’s until 2014, the number of vacation days Americans
took annually dropped precipitously. But it’s on its way up again!
Of course, actually taking that vacation isn’t just about the number
of PTO days you have at your job. It’s also about budgeting for
travel, which can quickly get expensive, especially if you’re traveling
with kids.

Can You Afford NOT
to Take a Vacation?
In our family, we have decided to prioritize taking vacation time
together, even if it’s nothing fancy. Sometimes, a big vacation
just doesn’t fit into the budget. If you’re barely making ends
meet each month, planning a big trip complete with airline
travel and hotel stays is probably not a good idea.
Unfortunately, a good chunk of Americans are doing just that.
74% of people in one survey said they’d gone into debt to pay
for a vacation. Yikes!
We definitely don’t recommend that, but we also don’t
recommend skipping the vacation entirely. Taking some time
off can help you come back to your work and life with fresh
energy and ideas. And that could ultimately be good for your
long-term bottom line.
We hope this guide will help you budget for and take a completely
debt-free vacation.
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Budgeting For Your Vacation
Budgeting and vacation might seem like opposites. One says “stuffy and boring” and
the other says “fun and carefree.” But the reality is that a vacation budget can help
you get to your dream destinations and truly enjoy yourself while you’re there. If you
aren’t worried about overdrawing your checking account or taking on unnecessary
debt, you’ll be freer to enjoy your family vacation. Here’s how:

Set a Maximum Budget
Before you even get started planning a vacation, you should set a maximum budget
that you don’t want to exceed. As you go through the worksheets you can price out
options like campgrounds and other costs to find the right combination for your
budget.
How do you set this number, exactly? The easiest way is to base it on your monthly
budget. We put money aside each month for our vacations. Ask yourself how much
can you comfortably carve out of your budget on a monthly basis to save for a
vacation? Multiply that figure by the number of months between now and when you
want to take your vacation, and you’ve got your maximum budget.
Remember to account for multiple vacations during the year if you’re planning to
take more than one! You might set an annual vacation budget, and then break it
down into two or three smaller trips, depending on your schedule and preferences.

Pick a Destination
As you’ll see in this guide, most of the expenses vary by location. Therefore, you’ll
need to fill out the worksheets for each destination you have in mind to compare
the costs associated with that trip. Start with the RV Vacation Dream Sheet. Get the
whole family on board. It is easier to stick to your savings goal if the vacation is one
that everyone is looking forward to.
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Plan for ALL the Expenses
One of the biggest problems people encounter when budgeting for their RV vacation
is not accounting for all the expenses. We hope that this guide and the worksheets
will help you consider things you may have otherwise missed.
Most importantly BE REALISTIC! Obviously one way to save money is to prepare all
your own meals at the campground. But you need to ask yourself if this is realistic for
your trip. If you’ll be out at theme parks or hiking all day, what will you do for lunch?
Will you have the energy or desire to cook dinner every evening?
As you’re working through the worksheets, be reasonable about what things should
actually cost. It’s better to over-estimate expenses than underestimate, so that you
can go out to eat a few extra times when you don’t feel like cooking or allow your kids
to buy souvenirs from their favorite shop. And be sure to write in a little extra money
for “miscellaneous” expenses that will almost certainly crop up on your vacation.

Figure Out How Much to Actually Save
Some of your vacation expenses should actually cross over with your regular monthly
expenses. For instance, if you spend $400 a week on groceries and are going on
vacation for a week, you can count $400 of your typical monthly budget towards
your vacation spending. And if you have a monthly entertainment budget, you could
devote some of that budget towards your vacation, as well. You can subtract these
crossover amounts from your vacation savings total.
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Saving For Your Vacation
Now you have to figure out how to actually save up money for your vacation. First,
you’ll need to set your timeline and monthly savings goal.
Divide the total vacation budget by the number of months until your trip. You’ll need
to put that away each month. For example, if you’re taking a $3,000 vacation, that’s
$250 a month over the course of a year. One thing to note is that you may want to
frontload some of your savings, if possible so that you have funding well ahead of
time for reservation fees.
If you can’t frontload your account any, then you may need to take a little longer to
save for your vacation. Once you get into the habit, you can always just keep a rolling
vacation savings system going so that in the future you have more flexibility with
when you take a vacation.

Budgeting During
Your Vacation
Bottom Line

It is equally important to stick to your budget
while you’re actually on vacation. The best way
to do that is use an app like Mint or Every Dollar,
that allow you to create a budget with every line
item (meals, snacks, campgrounds, fuel, etc.) and
quickly log it every time you spend any money.

You can enjoy your vacation and be financially
responsible at the same time. Budgeting and
tracking your spending may take some practice. It
may even seem like a chore at first. But trust me:
it’s better than coming back from your vacation
with an extra $1,000 of debt because of a lack of
planning.
That extra $1,000 could take you over 6 months
to pay off (if you originally saved $150 a month),
which adds 6 more months before you can even
start saving for your next trip! Wouldn’t you rather
take a big vacation every 14 months rather than
wait 20 (or more) months because you overspent?
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RV VACATION DREAM SHEET
BUCKET LIST DESTINATIONS

Destination

Location

SELECTING THE
BEST RV FOR YOUR
CAMPING CREW
There are so many different options when it
comes to RVs, that it can be very daunting to
make a final decision. Whether you choose to rent
or buy, choosing the right RV is very personal and
will greatly depend on your travel style.
The most important thing is to ask yourself how
you envision using your RV. What amenities will
be most important to you? I always share this
story about our first RV. We purchased it when we
became empty-nesters. We chose one that had
three extra beds for our young adult sons because
I just knew they would be traveling with us all
the time. However, they are busy starting their
careers and can’t join us all that often. We’ve since
downsized to a smaller RV and when our sons do
join us, we rent a cabin for extra space. Now we
have the RV that is suited to how we use it the
majority of the time.
Use the RV Needs Worksheet on the following
page to guide you through some typical RV uses.

BUDGET
Before you even start looking at RVs, take a good
honest look at your budget. A realistic budget
will help you narrow down your search. After all,
there’s no point in wasting your time looking at
rigs you can’t afford. However, don’t forget the
saying, “you get what you pay for.” We don’t want
you to pay too much for your RV, but you do want
to get the best quality even if it means sacrificing
space or another wish list item.
Click here to download your
FREE RV Shopping Tips!
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RV NEEDS WORKSHEET
Answer these questions to help guide you towards the best RV for your needs and travel style:

Will you be staying mostly in RV campgrounds with water and power, or in remote locations
(boondocking)? The capabilities of RVs vary widely in this regard, from getting there to staying
there. For example, for off-grid camping, you may need larger water tanks or solar panels. If you
plan to stay at National Parks, you may want a shorter RV. Make some notes about how you will
use your RV.

How many travelers will you be bringing? Consider sleeping arrangements -- do you want a door
or curtain between separate sleeping areas?
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Will you be taking longer trips (3 weeks or more) or shorter trips (2 weeks or less)? Things that
might be workable compromises for 10 days (like making a bed out of the dinette every night) can
become unbearable irritations over the course of two months.

Do you have any special storage needs? For example, do you travel with expensive bikes that you
want to keep inside? Dog kennels, motorcycles, etc. – all these can come along in the RV, but it
works out better if you’ve bought the RV with those in mind in the first place.

Do you want an outdoor kitchen? This is one of those features that some people could do without
and others can’t live without. Ask yourself what type of cooking you’ll plan on doing during your
travels.
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RV OWNERSHIP
EXPENSES
In addition to the cost of your RV, there are
additional expenses that are required for RV
owners. Some vary by state and locality, so run
through this list and then fill out the worksheet
on the next page to determine your costs
BEFORE you purchase an RV.

Extended Warrranty
Many RV owners choose to get an extended
warranty. Companies like Wholesale Warranties
provide them for used RVs up to 15 years old.

RV

Ownership Expenses

Worksheet

Item

Insurance
It is important to get good insurance that covers
not only the RV, but your contents as well. If your
RV is financed, you will want to be sure that it is
insured for the full payoff value. If it is not, you
will have to decide the replacement value.

RV Cost/
Payment

Registration
This will vary based on your legal state of
residence (also known as domicile). In some
states it is a set fee, and in others it is a property
tax based on the value of your RV.

Insurance

Storage
If you live somewhere with a Homeowner’s
association, you may have to pay to store your
RV. The cost of storage varies based on location,
type of facility (indoors/outdoors), and if there is
power.
Maintenance and Repairs
Even if you have a warranty, you should save
some money each month for things that may not
be covered like oil changes, water filters, wiper
blades, generator maintenance, etc.

1 Time
Cost

Monthly
Payment

Extended
Warranty

Registration
Storage
Maintenance
Modifications

Total

$

$

Modifications
You may want to complete certain upgrades for
safety or convenience. For example, we were
not happy with the tires that came on the Fifth
Wheel, and purchased all new tires (at our own
expense). Many RVers like to boondock, or camp
off-grid, and outfit their RV with solar. Others
remodel and paint, change flooring or fabric
to make it their own. This is often an ongoing
expense that you should budget for as just like in
a sticks and bricks home, people like to upgrade
and make changes to improve their daily lives.
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RV RENTAL EXPENSES
The costs associated with RV rentals go beyond just the RV itself. You’ll also need to
consider hidden costs like setup fees, cleaning fees, generator fees, mileage, etc.
Read tour tips and use the worksheet to plan the costs of your RV rental.

PEER-TO-PEER RENTAL MARKETPLACE
There are companies like Cruise America and El Monte that maintain an inventory of
driveable RVs. However, we really think the peer-to-peer marketplace is the way to
go for several reasons.
First, you have a wide variety of RVs to choose from. Since the RVs are individually
owned, there is everything from the largest luxury motorhome to small pop-up
campers. Another great feature of the peer-to-peer marketplace is that many will
deliver and set it up for you (for an extra fee, of course). When we were in Key West
with our RV, our neighbors at the campground had flown in and met the owners at
the campsite. Their rental RV was set up and the owners walked them through how
to use everything. On checkout day, the owners came to pick the RV up. I’ve also
seen more convenience items included in the peer-to-peer listings. For example, most
peer-to-peer rentals include kitchen items whereas Cruise America charges $110 for
a kitchen kit. Finally, many owners on the peer-to-peer sites also offer things like
generators, bike racks, camp chairs, etc.

HOW IT WORKS
All of the leading peer-to-peer rental sites (RV Share, RVNGO, Outdoorsy) have a
booking platform that makes it very simple to search for RVs and read about the
listings in detail. You can also see user reviews for each RV listing as well. Most
importantly, the rental sites include customer service and insurance.
Use our Affiliate link to get $25 off your RVShare Rental
Use our Affiliate link to get 10% on your RVNGO Rental
Use our Affiliate link to get the best deals on Outdoorsy RV Rentals
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DAILY RV RENTAL FEES
The average RV rental per day cost varies on numerous factors including:
• RV Type
• Age of the RV
• Time of year
• Location
We scoured the peer-to-peer RV rental sites like RV Share, RVNGO, Outdoorsy (where
individual owners rent their RVs through a booking platform) looking at thousands of
RV rentals to find the typical price ranges.
You can also choose to rent from sites like El Monte or Cruise America as they maintain
an inventory of driveable RVs, but we really appreciate the wider selection of RV
types and floor plans you get with peer-to-peer rentals. In addition, peer-to-peer
rentals can often offer savings over other rental companies.
The following chart shows the average RV rental prices across the US for peer-to-peer
RV rentals:
RV Type*

Average Rental Prices

Class A

$175 to $275 per night

Class B

$100 to $200 per night

Class C

$150 to $200 per night

Travel Trailer

$50 to $125 per night

Fifth Wheel

$60 to $150 per night

Pop Up Camper

$50 to $100 per night

Toy Hauler

$100 to $200 per night

Campervan

$75 to $150 per night

*See the description of RV types in the preceding pages.
Many owners offer a discount for longer-term rentals as well. For example, many
listings will provide one night free if you rent for a week.
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OTHER FEES & PRICES TO CONSIDER
In addition to the per-day rental fees, you may also need to pay for things like:

Insurance

Many peer-to-peer rental services require collision insurance. They may also offer the
option to purchase additional Damage and Trip Insurance. Damage Insurance covers
things you may accidentally break and Trip Insurance allows you to get your money
back (deposit, fees, etc.) in case of a covered emergency cancellation or interruption.

Security
Deposit

You also have to pay a refundable security deposit (usually $500). This is refunded at
the end of your trip, assuming there are no damages.

Service
Fee

The service fee is a percentage of the total amount of the reservation, excluding taxes
and the security deposit, that is charged for each booking. With RVShare rentals, this
fee also includes roadside assistance.

Setup/
Delivery
Fees

Some RV owners give you the option to have your rental delivered to the campground
site you’re staying at, and set it up for you. The usual cost is around $150-$200 onetime.

Taxes

When renting an RV online, you’ll pay taxes based on the state you’re picking up the
RV in. So if you’re in Pennsylvania, but the RV rental is in New Jersey, you’ll pay New
Jersey’s sales tax.
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POST TRIP FEES
Post-trip fees can be added at the discretion of the owner once they have had the opportunity to
assess the condition of the RV when returned by the renter. Owners have 72 hours to submit the
Return Form after the reservation ends, and you will receive an email notification when the form is
submitted. Post-trip fees include overages on mileage or generator hour allowance, expenses such as
tolls or traffic violations, damages to the RV, and the additional fees listed below:

Cleaning Fee

Late Fee

We understand that RVs get dirty out on the road. Returning an RV with a normal amount of dirt is acceptable
and will not result in any additional charges. However, if
an RV is returned covered in dirt, soot, trash, food, wine
stains, etc, and the RV is not cleaned prior to returning
it, the owner may choose to charge an additional cleaning fee. This can range from $50 - $150, so be sure
to verify expectations and fees for not meeting them in
advance.

If a renter returns the RV after the agreed upon dropoff time plus a one-hour grace period, the owner may
choose to charge a late fee for the reservation. RVs that
are returned eight hours or more late without consent
from the owner can be charged for an extra rental night.

Mileage/Price Per Mile

Dumping Fee
The responsibility for dumping the waste tanks should
be determined prior to the start of the trip. If the tanks
are not dumped by the renter, the owner can choose to
charge an additional dumping fee. This fee also ranges
by owner, but we’ve seen it be anywhere from $25 to
$150.

It’s easy enough to find RV rentals with unlimited mileage. But some of them give you a restricted number of
miles, then charge for additional miles. This averages
$0.25-$0.75 per mile over the allowance.

Pet Fee

Generator Fee
Some RVs include a generator, but charge for usage.
We’ve seen some that offer a few hours free per day
with a $3.00 per additional hour and we’ve seen others
with a $50/day flat fee.

Bringing a pet along should be approved by the owner
prior to the start of the reservation. If pets are brought
on a reservation without owner consent, or the RV requires additional cleaning/repairs due to the pet, the
owner can choose to charge an additional pet fee.

Refueling Fee
Expectations for refilling propane and gas tanks should be set prior to the start of the trip. If the fuel refill requirements are not met the owner can choose to charge an additional fuel refill fee that can include both the cost of the
fuel as well as a charge for the act of refilling the tanks.

OTHER RV VACATION COSTS
In addition to rental fees, you’ll still need to budget for all the other RV vacation costs covered in
the next section.
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RV RENTAL WORKSHEET
Fee

Amount

Notes

RV
Cleaning

Dumping

Generator

Insurance

Late

Mileage

Pet

Refueling

Service Fee

Set Up / Delivery

Taxes

Total

$0.00
Don't forget the refundable security deposit that will be due upon booking.
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ESSENTIAL RV GEAR
There are whole stores dedicated to RV camping gear and it can be a little overwhelming
figuring out what is a “must-have” versus a “nice to have.” When we first started
RVing, we wasted a lot of money on things we didn’t need.
Now we’ve compiled this list of the things that are essential to us.

WATER SYSTEM

Fresh Water
Hose

Having a hose that is rated “drinking water safe” is critical for your RV.
After using a very bulky water hose, we changed to this Zero-G Marine/
RV Drinking Water Hose for its ease of storage on moving day. The
flexible material allows it to fold up much smaller than a traditional water
hose.

Water
Pressure
Regulator

A water pressure regulator is an insurance policy for your RV’s
freshwater plumbing system. Connect it to the campground’s city water
connection to ensure you don’t exceed the recommended pressure
(between 45 and 50 psi) and damage your RV water lines.

Water
Filtration
System

If you want to protect your water lines from sediment that can create
blockages, as well as filter your water for bacteria and other impurities,
check out this simple DIY Water Filtration System that we built for our
large toyhauler. Now that we’ve downsized to a smaller RV with less
storage space, we use the DirtGuard inline system from Clear2O and
have been very happy with it.

Sewer Hose

We use the RhinoFlex hose and the only piece we had to replace was
the one we lost on the highway when Julie accidentally left it in the truck
bed! We are glad we got the 20′ because not every campsite and dump
station is created equal. Some are placed quite far from where you’d
expect. The clear elbow and 4-in-1 dump station fitting will make life
much simpler too.

Sewer Hose
Support

This sewer hose support ramp keeps your hose off the ground, and
assists in drainage. We actually have two for the occasions that we need
the entire 20′ sewer hose.

Back Flush
Hose

Most new RVs come with a back flush inlet valve to rink the inside of your
black tank. We use a collapsible garden hose for your back flush. You
don’t need to waste money on one that is rating drinking water safe. This
one compresses for easy storage.

Read this article
on How to Dump
Your RV Tanks. It
includes a video.
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

Click here for a
free Electrical
Information Guide
to help you decide
which protection
system is best for
you.

Click here to learn
more about why
we didn’t like the
onboard generator
and how we use
our two portables.

Power Cord

Your RV will likely come with a power cord, but if it was anything like
ours, it was big and bulky. It was also too short for many campsites. We
found this power cord to meet our needs much better.

Dogbone
Adapter

We have a 50 amp RV and often find ourselves at campsites that only
have 30 amp service. A dogbone adapter solves the problem.

Electrical
Management
System

This is a critical piece of equipment to protect your RV electrical system
and all its electric components (refrigerator, microwave, TV, etc.). The
Surge Guard is much more than a surge protector. It provides total
electrical protection for your RV. We purchased an external model, but
you can also choose to hardwire one into your system.

Solar Panels
and Lithium
Batteries

We upgraded our power system with solar power and lithium batteries to
camp off-grid. Click here to read our in-depth article with videos on all
the components and different options.

Generator

Even if you have solar, you don’t always have sun. Therefore a portable
generator can really help make boondocking a little more comfortable.
We actually purchased the onboard generator for our first fifth wheel
and consider it a mistake. Now we have two portable Wen 2000 watt
generators that we run in parallel to power everything in our RV when
solar is out of the question. Depending on the size of your RV and what
you want to run, you may only need one.
TIRE SAFETY

Tire Pressure
Monitoring
System

You know the saying, you have a lot riding on your tires. A tire pressure
monitoring system, or TPMS, consists of a series of sensors that screw
onto each tire’s valve stem to monitor tire air pressure and temperature.
We have the sensors installed on the Fifth Wheel and truck tires. The
TPMS alerts the driver if a tire gets too hot or has pressure outside the
desired range (too high or too low). This gives you time to pull over
safely before a blowout occurs. We personally recommend the TST 507
purchased from TechnoRV.
OUTDOOR ESSENTIALS

Good Camp
Chairs
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Many campsites come with a picnic table, but what will you use to sit
around the campfire? Our favorite camp chair (and we went through
three other brands before finding these) is the GCI Outdoor 3-Position
Reclining Director’s Chair. They come with a side table making it easy
to hold a drink or snack while you’re enjoying the views of nature.

Propane or
Smokeless
Fire Pit

Did you really go camping if you didn’t have a campfire? Unfortunately, the
smoke from a traditional can irritate the eyes. We really love our Outland
propane fire pit because you can still use it in places where there is
a burn ban. If you really want to have a fire with wood, the Solo wood
burning fire pit that our son has is very low smoke.

Outdoor Mat

Getting out in nature is one of the best things about camping, but how
do you keep your RV clean? This outdoor camping mat is perfect for
keeping the dirt outside.
FOR A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP

Mattress
Topper

Finally, we’d be remiss if we didn’t point out that too many campers come
with a terrible mattress! A mattress topper can go a long way to helping
you get a good night’s sleep. We found the queen short to be the best fit
for our RV’s queen bed.

The Bottom Line
There are so many more items that we have purchased for our RV over the years that
we still use, but this list includes what we believe is the most important. If you want
an even shorter list, click on the image below to watch our video on the 5 Things We
Won’t RV Without.
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ESSENTIAL RV GEAR WORKSHEET
Category

Item
Fresh Water Hose
Water Pressure Regulator
Water Filtration

Water System
Sewer Hose
Sewer Hose Support
Black Tank Hose
SurgeGuard
Long Power Cord
Dogbone Adapter

Electrical System
Solar Panels
Lithium Batteries
Portable Generator

Tire Safety

Tire Pressure Monitoring System
Camp Chairs

Outdoor Essentials

Propane Fire Pit
Outdoor Camping Mat

Other

Cost

Notes

Other RV
Vacation
Expenses
Now that you have your RV
and have it stocked with
the essentials, you’ll need
to budget for the actual RV
vacation including items like
campgrounds, fuel, food, and
entertainment.

Campgrounds
This can be one of the biggest expenses of your vacation, but it varies greatly
depending on your “style” of RVing. Below are general categories, but there are
variables in each as well.
• Private Campgrounds – Most private campgrounds offer full hookups, meaning
water, sewer, and power. They also typically include amenities like swimming
pools and playgrounds. There is a range of privately owned campgrounds
from small no-frills that can run only $30 a night to destination RV resorts
that have deluxe sites, water parks, mini-golf, and organized activities. The
cost for these will vary by amenities, location, and season. They can range
from $50 to more than $100 per night.
• National and State Parks – These are often “no-frills,” but found in amazing
natural locations. We’ve stayed at some rather rustic ones with power,
water, and maybe one old bathhouse, as well as some with full hookups,
large sites, and recreation areas with tons of activities. The cost for these
will also vary but are typically much lower than the resort campgrounds.
Some can be very difficult to get a reservation because they are in such
high demand. For example, Florida State Parks allow you to reserve up to
11 months in advance, and many book as soon as that window opens. They
can range from $15 to $48 per night.
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• Boondocking – This is a term that essentially means camping without hookups
typically in dispersed locations for free (or less than $15 per night). There
are many places to camp for free in an RV or tent in the United States. RV
boondocking locations include Bureau of Land Management (BLM) land
and National Forests. Free boondocking sites are plentiful out west but
significantly limited in states east of the Mississippi. Click here to read a
terrific overview of where to find free camping & boondocking sites.
• Free Parking - This is where you might stay overnight on travel days when
you are trying to get to your location. If you can go without power for the
night, you have a lot of options like retail establishments such as Casinos,
Cracker Barrel, and WalMart. There are also truck stops and rest areas. We
really enjoy staying at Harvest Hosts locations for overnight stays. This
is a membership program that allows you to stay at member wineries,
distilleries, breweries, farms, and museums.

Food
Be realistic when you are planning your food budget. While RVs come with places to
store (pantry, refrigerator, freezer) and cook (stove, oven, microwave, grill) your own
food, ask yourself how often you’ll really want to do this when you are on vacation.
Chances are even if you are planning to have many meals at the campsite, you’ll also
want to sample the local eateries.
Start by breaking out how many meals you’ll have at the campsite and how many you
plan to dine out. Then you can estimate a budget for each on the worksheet.
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Fuel Costs
There are 3 main types of fuel costs associated with RV travel.
• Gas / Diesel – This expense can vary greatly depending on how often and how
far you travel. If you plan to travel around the entire 48 contiguous states
in one year, you’ll need a fairly sizable budget for gas or diesel fuel.
• Propane – If you have propane appliances (stovetop, oven, refrigerator, or
heater), you will need to budget for propane. This varies depending on
usage. We don’t RV in cold climates, but we do use our propane stovetop
and oven daily. We have 2 propane tanks on our Fifth Wheel, and only need
to refill about 2-3 times per year. Still, we average the cost and budget for
it monthly.
• Generator Fuel – If you have a generator, you will need to assess how often you
use it and budget for fuel. For example, we typically stay at full hookup
campgrounds but use the generator to run the air conditioners when we
are moving between locations in the summer. However, if you plan to dry
camp or boondock a lot, you’ll use the generator often if you don’t have a
solar power set up.
• Don’t plan your fuel budget based on costs in your local area or you might
be in for sticker shock when you are traveling. Fuel is more expensive in
tourist areas as well as certain states. Use the free Gas Buddy app (or on
the computer) to see how much gas will cost along your travels. Then enter
it into the budget worksheet.

Entertainment
Don’t forget to have fun! When traveling to new places it is very tempting to want to go
everywhere and see everything. You will have to assess how much of your budget you
want to go to entertainment such as amusement parks, museums, movies, national/
state park passes, and other activities.
Tip: Don’t forget to include parking in this area of the budget. Some popular beaches
charge $10 or more per day to park. Theme parks can charge up to $25 to park.
And if you’re using a driveable RV as your vehicle, oversized parking is generally
a greater cost.
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RV VACATION BUDGET WORKSHEET
Budgeting for a road trip is one of the most overlooked tools for a successful and
stress-free adventure. Costs for the trip can be broken down into four maincategories;
gas, campgrounds, food, and entertainment costs.
Gas is estimated by taking the total mileage (plus a little extra for daily driving at
your destination), dividing by your vehicle's miles per gallon, and multiplying by the
current fuel costs. Gas Buddy is a great tool to estimate gas costs. We recommend
you price out the cost of gas in several different stops along your itinerary, and then
use the highest price for your overall budget. This will help ensure you don’t come up
short.
Campground fees are calculated by nightly fees times the number of nights.
Food costs are estimated by taking the number of people times the number of days
of the trip and multiplying that by a daily food cost. Consider how often you’ll dine out
versus cook your own meals. And don’t forget drinks and snacks. Those two items can
really bust the budget if you aren’t careful.
Entertainment costs include miscellaneous costs such as entrance fees, guide fees,
trail permits, or other services.

GAS
Mileage:

/ Miles per Gallon

x Cost per Gallon

=

CAMPGROUND FEES
Campground

Nightly Fee $

x # Nights

=$

Campground

Nightly Fee $

x # Nights

=$

Campground

Nightly Fee $

x # Nights

=$

Campground

Nightly Fee $

x # Nights

=$

Campground

Nightly Fee $

x # Nights

=$

Campground

Nightly Fee $

x # Nights

=$
Total $
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FOOD
#People

x average dining out cost $

x

meals =$

x average dining out cost $

x

meals =$

x average dining out cost $

x

meals =$

+

#People

+

#People

Total $

ENTERTAINMENT
Destination

Activity

# people

x Cost $

$

Destination

Activity

# people

x Cost $

$

Destination

Activity

# people

x Cost $

$

Destination

Activity

# people

x Cost $

$

Destination

Activity

# people

x Cost $

$

Destination

Activity

# people

x Cost $

$

Destination

Activity

# people

x Cost $

$
Total $
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MONEY SAVING STRATEGIES
Everything we’ve covered so far is based on the full rate, but there are always strategies to save.
Here are some tips to save on campgrounds, fuel, food, and entertainment.

Saving On Campgrounds & Overnight Stays
Tip

1

Saving on Overnight Campground Stays
When we first started our RV journey we had a 44’ Fifth Wheel with a residential
refrigerator and a tiny inverter that couldn’t keep it powered overnight. As a result,
we always stayed in full hook-up campgrounds, even for overnight stays.
We used a program called Passport America to save a lot of money on these stays. It
only costs $44 a year and gives you 50% off the regular nightly rate. Just use it for 2
nights, and you’ll get your money’s worth. It is important to know that there can be
restrictions because each park is individually owned and makes its own rules about
participation. This information is provided for you in the Important Campground
Notes section of each park’s listing on the Passport America website, mobile apps,
printed camping directory, and e-directories.
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Tip

2

Saving on Extended Campground Stays
Many privately-owned campgrounds provide discounts for extended stays
(weekly and monthly). These can result in massive discounts! We stayed at
a fabulous RV resort in Arizona this winter that has 2 pools, 2 hot tubs, a bar &
restaurant, mini-golf, and more! The least expensive sites (back-ins at the back of
the campground) were regularly $65 a night. BUT stay a month and it was only
$690 for the month. Divide that by 30 days and it is only $23 a night!!!
Many (not all) places offering a monthly rate also meter your electricity. Since we have
solar, we don’t need to use much so our electricity bill for the month we stayed at that
resort was only $29. I asked the cashier the typical rate and she said about $150 for
a large, all-electric rig. Still, if you add that to the $690 and divide by 30, it is still only
$28 a night and a great deal!

Tip

3

Saving on all your Stays
Another terrific way to save money on overnight and even longer stays is by
boondocking or dry camping. After we upgraded our power system and installed
solar, we started doing more off-grid camping and loved it!
Of course, you can stay overnight at retail places like Walmart or Cracker Barrel, but
we really like Casinos if we’re going to stay in a parking lot. We go in and get a player’s
card that usually gives us $10 of free play on the slots and sometimes even win money
back! You often get 50% off buffets too!
The spots we love best for overnight stays are Harvest Hosts, a membership program
of farms, wineries, breweries, and even some museums that let you dry camp on their
land. Click here for 15% off via my affiliate link (that means I’ll get a small commission
if you buy a membership through it). In the interest of full disclosure, I will admit that
this is not really a money saving technique because you have to buy a membership
and then you’ll obviously want to spend money at the business, but we still love it.
To us, there is no better way to see this country than to meet the people who make
it unique and Harvest Hosts allows you to meet small business owners all around the
US.
Boondocker’s Welcome is another great program where private landowners allow you
to stay overnight at their location for FREE. These sites are typically short-term with
no hookups, but there are always exceptions. I’ve seen some listings that offer power
and water or allow extended stays. Even better, the annual fee is only $50/year.
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Saving On Fuel
Tip

1

Tip

2

Tip

3

Slow Down
Slowing down while driving will not only save wear and tear on your RV, but can also
save on expenses. There are some studies that show if you cut your speed by 10
miles per hour, can improve fuel efficiency by up to 25%, particularly with a diesel
engine. With this in mind, we rarely drive over 60 miles per hour even when on the
highway. We have friends that will try to keep up with that left lane traffic, but we
would rather go slow, enjoy the scenery, and keep the extra dollars in our pocket.

Shop Around
Use Gas Buddy to compare prices in the area and are able to go to a fuel station that
offers the lowest price. This app is free and can save you hundreds of dollars. You
can also earn points towards gas when you enter fuel prices. As an example, we were
in Tucson, Arizona, and the price of diesel varied by as much as 50 cents per gallon
within a five-mile radius. Near Long Beach, California, using the app, we found a 46
cent difference in diesel prices in a three-mile radius. When the average price is $4
per gallon, a 46 cent savings is huge. Even better, you can use it to shop around for
propane as well.

Preventive Maintenance
Keeping up with the preventive maintenance on your vehicle will also help with saving
on fuel costs. Follow the recommended maintenance schedule for your RV and/or
tow or towed vehicles. Many of them have recommended fluid change schedules. It
is a good idea to follow them. Additionally, getting a fluid analysis performed on your
vehicle annually will let you know if you need to implement different maintenance
schedules on your fluids including engine oil, transmission fluid, and coolant.
J.G. Lubricants is a company that can perform this analysis. We equate it to getting
blood and urine collected during your annual medical physical. The analysis can
pinpoint problems that are not yet obvious and you can correct them before they
become major problems and improve your fuel economy.
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Saving On Food
Tip

1

Tip

2

Bring your Own Drinks & Snacks
Believe it or not, one of the biggest budget busters when it comes to food, is drinks and
snacks. If you are visiting tourist destinations, you’ll quickly realize how excessive the
prices are for their sundries. In fact, a bottle of water can easily cost $5.00! Meanwhile,
you can bring refillable water bottles and get them filled for free. Snacks are the
easiest thing to store in your RVs’ pantry and through in a bag for your adventures.
Bulk buy at places like Costco and all your snacks will be fairly inexpensive.

Meal Plan
Cooking your own meals at the campground can save a lot of money, but it can also
be a chore if you don’t plan ahead. You don’t want to come back to the camper after
a day out exploring and have to decide what to eat. Plan your meals to have some
of the same ingredients and it will make it easier to prepare on those days you come
back tired. For example, if you’re grilling chicken one night, toss a few extra pieces on
the grill to use in fajitas another night. You can also plan to use your slow cooker or
instant pot to save time.
Use the meal planning worksheet included in this guide. If you want the planning
and grocery list created for you, take a look at my Cooking at the Campground
Cookbook and Meal Plan.

Tip

3

Shop Ahead
One thing we quickly learned is that groceries are more expensive at tourist
destinations. They are even more expensive if you’re going to a remote location with
only one small market. You can save a lot of money by shopping ahead. Purchase as
many of your groceries as possible at home to take advantage of local pricing and
avoid being gouged at your destination.
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Saving On Entertainment
Tip

1

Tip

2

Bring your Own Toys
One of the great things about traveling by RV is that you can bring your own gear. If
you enjoy kayaking, bike riding, golfing, or almost any activity, you can bring your own
and save the expense of rentals. If you’re like me and love the beach, you can save on
the $40 a day umbrella and chair rentals by bringing your own.

Find the Discounts
Keep an eye out for discounts on attractions. Recently we visited Luray Caverns in
Virginia. When I was looking at their website, I saw they offered a buy one admission,
get one 50% off if you had a Giant Grocery reward card. I don’t shop at Giant Grocery,
but I downloaded their app and used that to get the 50% off.
A good source for discounted tours and attractions is Groupon. I got our multi-day
attraction passes for Chicago for 30% off the regular price by purchasing them
through Groupon.
Finally, always ask for AAA, AARP, military, first responder, and other discounts you
may qualify for.

Tip

3

Stay & Play
Choosing a campground with your preferred activities on-site is truly the very best
way to save on your RV vacation. If you like to hike or kayak, a state or national park
might be the best bet. If your family enjoys the pool, mini-golf, and organized activities,
then look for a KOA campground.
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MEAL PLANNING WORKSHEET
Use this meal planning worksheet to plan the meals that you will cook on your trip. Then create a
grocery list. Purchase as many of the groceries as possible at home to take advantage of local pricing
and avoid being gouged at tourist destinations. If you want the planning and grocery list created for
you, take a look at my Cooking at the Campground Cookbook and Meal Plan.

Meal Plan
SUNDAY

GROCERY LIST

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY
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